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Tradition 7 Short Form
“Every A.A. group ought to be fully self-supporting,
declining outside contributions.”
Long Form:
“The A.A. groups themselves ought to be fully supported
by the voluntary contributions of their own members. We
think that each group should soon achieve this ideal; that
any public solicitation of funds using the name of Alcoholics Anonymous is highly dangerous, whether by groups,
clubs, hospitals, or other outside agencies; that acceptance of large gifts from any source, or of contributions
carrying any obligation whatever, is unwise. Then, too, we
view with much concern those A.A. treasuries which continue, beyond prudent reserves, to accumulate funds for
no stated A.A. purpose. Experience has often warned us
that nothing can so surely destroy our spiritual heritage as
futile disputes over property, money, and authority.
(Reprinted from The Twelve Traditions the Short Form 15
and The Twelve Traditions the Long Form 129
with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc)
From the Foreword of the 12 & 12: “A.A.’s Twelve Traditions apply to the life of the Fellowship itself. They outline
the means by which A.A. maintains its unity and relates
itself to the world about it, the way it lives and grows.”
TRADITION SUMMARY
Spirituality and Money DO Mix!
Twelfth Step work is the lifeblood of Alcoholics Anonymous — carrying the message to the next suffering alcoholic. Without it, the Fellowship would wither and die. Yet,
even at its simplest level this vital contact between one
alcoholic and another involves an investment of time and
money.
The paradox of A.A. is that financial independence and the
support of our Fellowship by alcoholics and alcoholics
alone not only enhances A.A.’s importance to each of us,
but stimulates our engagement in our own recovery.
While the Fellowship has always faced problems of
money, property, and prestige in one form or another,
through the wisdom of the Seventh Tradition we have
never been diverted from our primary purpose of carrying
the message to the alcoholic who still suffers. This is our
fundamental work, and to ensure that the hand of A.A.
will always remain outstretched, money and spirituality
must continue to mix. And for that, we are all responsible.
Where Money & Spirituality Mix”
Step-Tradition Parallel
The seventh tradition is linked to the sixth tradition just as
the seventh step is the natural outcome of working the
sixth step. What do we do when we become entirely ready
to give up our defects of character? We humbly ask God to
remove our shortcomings. What do we do when we become entirely ready to give up pursuing outside contributions to our spirituality by not lending our name to related

approaches or outside relationships? We avoid the problems of money, property, and prestige – carrying a message that will be believed because it is carried with a spirit
of poverty and not greed.
We seek to be financially self—supporting, not wealthy.
The seventh tradition, completed the seventh step this
way: Father I humbly ask you to remove our major shortcoming, not placing you first life but placing false Gods
first, including money. Please teach me to be selfsupporting in our relationship with you! “Fear” automatically results when we think we should handle any situation
in life by ourselves. As soon as we place God first in our
thinking and try to hear his voice through prayer and
meditation, “fear” is removed.
………………………………………………………………………………………….
The Emmitt Fox Corner
with Michael J
We are often advised to let go and let God. The
Big Book explains we can learn to let go of our old ideas,
emotions, and attitudes that were the guiding forces of
our lives; We can free ourselves from the compulsion to
drink. Our desire for freedom from pain, fear, anger can
only come through the discipline of thoughts and emotions.
Emmet Fox taught that most of what we experience as the
world is made up of our thoughts and emotions. There
may be annoying people and upsetting conditions "out
there" globally. Still, there is no valid reason for us to be
disturbed or upset by them. It really doesn't make good
sense ever to let things or people decide how you should
act. Most of us simply react to things and persons. No one
is unhappier than the perpetual reactor – a person whose
emotional center is rooted in outside people and stimuli.
Once you develop your center from within, you are no
longer at the mercy of the elements.
The first step in breaking the habit of reacting is to recognize as soon as possible whatever specific feeling is being
created in response to an outside event. We often react
without ever becoming aware that we feel angry, fearful,
disgusted, or any other emotions that precede reaction.
Next, we have to be careful to avoid making any attempt
at suppression or avoidance. Let the feeling come up, stay
with it, and let it run its course without wanting to make it
different or do anything about it. body, mind, or emotions;
the truth is that you HAVE a sense, a body, and emotions.
You must come to know your authentic, eternal self. It was
never born and will never die. It is never sad, never grows
old, never worries or sins or knows fear. us that we cannot
be happy unless we accept life completely on life's terms.
Acceptance comes from the concentration of what needs
to be changed. Roughing our emotions and attitudes
rather than what needs to be changed in the world.

P.5
DISTRICT AT A GLANCE
District 6 met virtually on May 21 at 6:00 pm.
There were 14 people in attendance, two of
those were non-voting, and four were GSR's.
The meeting opened with passed motions to accept the
previous meetings' minutes before moving into GSR reports and committee reports. Corrections and Bridging the
Gap chair reported no significant changes. AA meetings
continue within the jail and the local treatment centers.
The PI/CPI chair encouraged folks to talk to their medical
professionals to offer helpful information about AA. The
Website Chair reported the rate of page views has remained steady and continued efforts to maintain the
meeting lists with any updates. The Newsletter Editor said
production of the newsletter and posed a question about
term limits to ensure continuity of service and be addressed at the next business meeting.
OLD BUSINESS
The old business consisted of a review of the 71st General
Service Conference, the results of which can be provided
by the District upon request. We also reviewed the results
of the spring assembly for area 28. None of the proposed
motions of this assembly passed. New business included
discussing whether or not to hold meetings for the District
in June and July; a motion was entertained and passed to
skip them. The District will reconvene its meetings in Au[1]
gust. If one needed to reach out to District six, they could
always use the emails listed on our website. There are
concerns about updates to the website and meeting lists,
but these can occur without a District Business Meeting.

HELP WANTED
The following positions are open in the District.:
ARCHIVES:
The right person for this position would be willing and able
to maintain files and documents historic for the District
and the District's meetings and attend the monthly business meetings for District six and the area. There is a recommended guideline of 2 or more years of sobriety and
proficiency with computers. Information is on the District
six website or the monthly business meeting.
FUNCTIONS CHAIR:
Looking for a self-motivated person, willing and able to
serve a 2-year term running a committee responsible for
planning and throwing events for AA's in district 6. The
role includes: Managing seed money. Proposing events to
the district committee. Working with a team to throw
each event. Attending the monthly District Meeting.
Information is on the District website or the at the
monthly business meeting.
GRAPEVINE CHAIR:

Anyone willing and able to serve as Grapevine Chair is prepared to attend monthly business meetings.
Bring subscription cards with them to any meetings attended as
well as making the grapevine and subscriptions to it available to AA's and Meetings in the area by encouraging people to read, contribute to and subscribe to our "meeting in
print." The suggestion to have six months of sobriety before standing for this position.
HOTLINE :
The hotline coordinator is responsible for attending
monthly business meetings, maintaining and updating the
phone list, and connecting with CSO to share information.
Including reaching out to local meetings and AA's in our
District to get the contact information to continue to be
actively involved in supporting those AA's in need who
turn to the hotline for support. More information available
on the District website and at the business meeting.
MEETING LIST:
This position is a two-year commitment to maintain a list
of all meetings, times, and locations in the District and
share the said list with the district secretary and webmaster to be printed and distributed in the District. This position also updates this information with CSO. Information
at the business meeting and on the District 6 Website.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS:
Many of these positions work with a larger committee.
Current chairs seeking committee members include The
Website, The Grapevine, and The Newsletter. If interested
in pursuing more work in service at the District level, this
might be an excellent way to dive in without the commitment of a chair position. Please seek more information at
the District Business Meeting .
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FINANCIALS:
Beginning Balance:
$1,507.41
Deposits:
Sunrise Serenity: $164.93
Sunrise Serenity: $148.50
Individual: $30.00
Total: $343.43
Expenses:
Total: $0.00
Ending Balance: $1,850.84
Prudent Reserve, operating expenses: $350.00
Functions seed money: $750.00
Surplus: $750.84
District Six Cancelled Business Meeting’s for June and
July and will meet again in August, 2021
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